B). Expression analysis in BFU-E colonies of MPN cases (PV, n=16; ET, n=20).
Individual colonies were plucked, genotyped, pooled and analysed by Illumina Human-6 v2.0 Expression BeadChips as previously described
. Results of wild type (WT) and JAK2
V617F mutant (VF) colonies from individual cases are shown in pale blue for ET and pale red for PV. The mean for each subtype is indicated by the strong blue and red lines and shows a significant difference for MYB expression in ET (Mann-Whitney test P= 0.0009; q=0.01) but no other significant differences.
Supplementary Figure 5. Copy number changes and regions of acquired uniparental disomy (aUPD) in the 524 Stage 1 cases
Selected cases were investigated for somatic mutations: of the 18 cases with 1p aUPD, 11/17 tested had MPL W515 mutations; the single case with 9p aUPD tested negative for JAK2 exon12 and 14 mutations; 5/5 cases with 19p aUPD had CALR mutations, of which 2 were Type 1 and 3 were Type 2 
